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Dealer Castle Country RV - Helper
Phone: 8772817525
Email: import237737@rvpostings.com

Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 05/15/2023

Description 2023 Viking Saga 15SBH, Viking Saga travel trailer 15SBH highlights: Outside
Storage in Front and Beneath Bunks Dinette/Bed for Two 28" x 72" Twin Bunks
The perfect bunk model for your family or group of four. Twin bunks in the rear
corner provide sleeping for the kids, and two can sleep on the front both dinette
that can easily convert to sleeping at night. There is a two burner cooktop and
single sink for inside meals, with plenty of storage cabinets both above the
kitchen area and along the roadside wall. This is where you will also find a
refrigerator for your perishables. The rear corner bath includes a private shower
and toilet. You will love the skylight over the shower to provide more headroom
and natural lighting inside. There is also an entry cabinet just inside the entry/exit
door with an open storage shelf and enclosed cabinet space below. You will find
TV prep above this space. The budget-friendly Viking Saga travel trailers are for
the rookie or seasoned RV camper. Each model is constructed with a Norco NXG
chassis and heavy duty .030/.024 exterior metal for a trailer made to last. Towing
is made hassle-free with electric brakes, Dexter E-Z lube axles, and scissor style
stabilizing jacks. The Saga travel trailers include seamless countertops inside, as
well as a EuroLatch entrance door, tinted safety glass windows, and ultra comfort
high-density cushions for your comfort. You can also choose options to further
customize your unit, such as a spare tire with a carrier, Solid Steps on the main
entrance, and a "Jack It" bike rack. There is even solar prep and back-up camera
prep that will make camping and towing easier than ever!

Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: CC32866
VIN Number: 5ZT2VWDC1PJ132866
Condition: New
Length: 17
Sleeps: 4

Item address Helper, Utah, United States
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